Cinemagic
Processor
Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 888
5nm power-efficient
manufacturing process
Octa-core design
X60 modem for lightning-fast
5G connectivity***
LPDDR5 RAM + UFS 3.1 storage
8GB+128GB, 8GB+256GB,
12GB+256GB
Vapor chamber cooling technology
X-axis linear vibration motor

Camera
108MP wide-angle camera
f.1.75, 7P lens
2.1µm 9-in-1 Super Pixel
8K recording
HDR10+ recording
8MP ultra-wide angle camera
120º FOV, f/2.2
5MP telemacro camera
f/2.4, 3-7cm Auto Focus
Night mode
Al Night mode
Dual Native ISO
Selfie Night mode

Charging
120W Xiaomi HyperCharge
5,000mAh (typ)**
In-box 120W charger

Display & Design
120Hz 6.67” AMOLED flat DotDisplay
Up to 480Hz touch sampling rate
Aspect ratio: 20:9
FHD+, 2400x1080
TrueColor
Over 1 billion colors
Brightness: HBM 800 nits(typ), 1000 nits
peak brightness(typ)
Contrast ratio: 5,000,000:1 (typ)
120Hz AdaptiveSync
HDR10+
Sunlight mode 3.0, Reading mode 3.0
360º ambient light sensor
MEMC
Dimensions: 204g, 164.1mm x 76.9mm x 8.8mm
Corning ® Gorilla® Glass Victus™ front
Colors: Meteorite Gray, Moonlight White
and Celestial Blue

Audio
Dedicated dual speakers
SOUND BY Harman Kardon
Dolby Atmos®

Connectivity
Type-C
Dual SIM, dual 5G standby***
Supports NFC
Bluetooth 5.2
Bands:
5G: n1/n3/n5/n7/n8/n20/n28/n38/
n40/n41/n66/n77/n78
4G: LTE FDD: B1/2/3/4/5/7/8/12/13/
17/18/19/20/26/28/32/66
LTE TDD: B38/40/41/42
3G:WCDMA: 1/2/4/5/8/19
Wi-Fi 6
Security
Arc side fingerprint sensor

108MP pro-grade camera
Ultra-wide and
telemacro lenses

120W Xiaomi HyperCharge
Long lasting
5000mAh (typ) battery

120Hz AMOLED,
Dolby Vision® supported
Dual speakers,
SOUND BY Harman Kardon
Flagship Qualcomm®
Snapdragon™ 888
Leading 5nm processor
with dual 5G

Market-leading 108MP camera for unmatched performance
Xiaomi 11T Pro continues building on Xiaomi’s impressive line of innovative camera technologies. Featuring a
triple camera setup that consists of a 108MP wide angle, 2x telemacro, and a 120° ultra-wide angle, Xiaomi 11T
Pro puts a film set in the palm of your hand. Combined with strong AI computational capabilities, 4K HDR10+
recording, over 1 billion colors, which enable Xiaomi 11T Pro to optimize for brightness, color and contrast
ratios frame-by-frame, anybody can capture footage that will stun friends and social media followers alike.
Audio Zoom completes the content creation toolkit, allowing you to zoom in on objects both optically and
audibly, while the advanced Night mode makes the smartphone the go-to creative tool day or night.

Always on hand with ultra-fast 120W Xiaomi HyperCharge
Don’t let a perfect moment slip by having your device unexpectedly run out of juice. 120W Xiaomi
HyperCharge offers the industry’s fastest charging speed, fully charging the phone to 100% in an ultra-rapid 17
minutes*. What’s more, this fast charging technology is offered on a massive 5000mAh dual-cell battery*,
which makes for the best battery and charging technology combination that Xiaomi has introduced to-date.
With this innovative battery technology, you’ll enjoy longer usage, and it’ll power you up from zero to 72% in
just 10 minutes** all without overheating. In fact, in just a 10 minute charge you’ll get 11 hours of calling, 7
hours of video playback, 5 hours of navigation, and 2 hours of video recording at 1080p.
For added peace of mind, Xiaomi 11T Pro features 34 battery charging safety features, maintains 80% battery
health after 800 cycles, and also obtained the TÜV Rheinland Safe Fast-Charge System Certification. Plus,
Xiaomi 11T Pro remains reliable even in difficult conditions, being able to charge in temperatures as low as
-10ºC.

120Hz AMOLED flat display to champion your creativity
Boasting a stunning 6.67’’ 120Hz AMOLED flat display with TrueColor, 1 billion colors, and 1000 nits peak
brightness, Xiaomi 11T Pro lets content jump off the screen in cinematic brilliance. On top of that, expect
buttery smooth visuals and extreme responsiveness without compromising battery life with its 120Hz
AdaptiveSync and up to 480Hz touch sampling rate.
In fact, this display comes with an A+ rating from DisplayMate, an independent and media’s most trusted
rating agency. To achieve a top rating, Xiaomi 11T Pro’s display has passed a battery of strict quality tests that
gauge for a dozen different criteria. Xiaomi 11T Pro’s screen is protected by Corning ® Gorilla ® Glass Victus™.
On the other side of the cinematic experience, audio also matters—and Xiaomi 11T Pro dedicated dual
speakers deliver with SOUND BY Harman Kardon and Dolby Atmos ® support.

Ultra Powerful Flagship Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 888
Xiaomi 11T Pro is engineered to support your creativity, with cutting-edge photography capabilities and
superb performance. A powerhouse creative tool in your arsenal, Xiaomi 11T Pro is built with the flagship
Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 888 mobile platform, which features advanced ISP capabilities to power your
wildest creative undertakings.
Beyond creativity, the 5nm power-efficient manufacturing process ensures improved battery life while offering
exceptionally fast performance in day-to-day tasks.

*Battery is split into two 2500mAh cell structures for a total capacity of 5000mAh.
**Data sourced from Xiaomi labs.
***5G connectivity may vary based on region availability and local operator support.

